Abstract-DNA sequences are generally very long chains of sequentially linked nucleotides. There are four different nucleotides and combinations of these build the nucleotide information of sequence files contained in data sources. When a user searches for any sequence for an organism, a compressed sequence file can be sent from the data source to the user. The compressed file then can be decompressed at the client end resulting in reduced transmission time over the Internet. A compression algorithm that provides a moderately high compression rate with minimal decompression time is proposed in this paper. We also compare a number of different compression techniques for achieving efficient delivery methods from an intelligent genomic search agent over the Internet.
I. INTRODUCTION
T is estimated that the number of available nucleotide bases nearly doubles every 14 months [1] . A typical single gene sequence comprises of many thousands of base pairs. For a whole genome, we need to consider millions and even billions of base pairs. Consequently, storage and communication of these ever-increasing DNA sequences is driving research into DNA sequence compression algorithms. In addition, compression techniques can be used to capture various properties and patterns of DNA sequences. Using compressed sequences pattern matching among DNA sequences can also become much faster [2] . It has been reported that some compression pattern matching algorithms [2] can run 10 times faster than the exact pattern matching algorithms, such as Agrep [3] , on comparatively longer sequences.
Ref. [4, 5] describe several techniques for general purpose text compression. Lempel-Ziv based compression schemes [6, 7] are popular dictionary based algorithms.
Adjeroh et al. proposes the Burrows Wheeler Transform, suffix tree and suffix array based new offline dictionary compression scheme for DNA sequences [8] . Context tree weighting [9] is a data compression technique that employs context-based methods.
Generally, DNA sequences hold only four letters (A, T, G and C) and it is efficient to use only 2 bits per symbol [11] , i.e., 00, 01, 10 and 11 is sufficient to represent the 4 letters. There are several DNA sequence compression algorithms that provide higher compression ratios resulting in less than 2 bits per symbol. This is possible because of the two main characteristic structures of sequences. One is reverse complement and the other is approximate repeat.
Regular compression programs like gzip fail to compress or compact DNA sequences because they in fact expand the file size by using more than 2 bits per symbol.
Biocompress-1 and Biocompress-2 [10] were the first compression schemes designed for DNA sequence compression based on an online dictionary dependent method. Unlike Biocompress-1, Biocompress-2 can also handle palindromes.
Both Biocompress-2 and GenCompress [11] are Lempel-Ziv based data compression algorithms [6] that search for both exact repeats and reverse complements. GenCompress also encodes approximate reverse complements using length, position and the error. The results from GenCompress can be used to form phylogenetic trees. Cfact [12] is another algorithm that is similar to Biocompress-2 except for its 2 pass behaviour. Only non-random repeat, which occurs due to some established biological phenomena [12, 13, 21] , is utilized for Cfact compression. Biocompress-2 and GenCompress both use order-2 arithmetic but Cfact doesn't. There are other methods [14] combining Context Tree Weighting, which is an LZW-77 type algorithm and heuristics. Short repeats are encoded by context trees and larger repeats are encoded by LZ77. But these algorithms run considerably slower [15] . DNACompress [15] makes use of pattern hunter [16] and runs faster than other existing sequence compression tools.
In this paper, we use compression techniques for the novel purpose of sequence data delivery to the client. Existing DNA search engines do not utilise DNA sequence compression algorithms for client side decompression, i.e. where a compressed DNA sequence is decompressed at the client end for the benefit of faster transmission. Because most of the existing DNA sequence compression algorithms aim for higher compression ratios or pattern revealing, rather than client side decompression, their decompression times are longer than necessary. This makes these compression techniques unsuitable for the "on the fly" decompression. We use a compression technique designed for client side decompression in order to achieve faster sequence data transmission to the client.
If compressed sequence data is sent from the data source to be decompressed at the client end and the decompression time along with the compressed file transmission time is less than the transmission time for uncompressed data transfer from the source to the client, then efficiency is achieved. Fig. 1 illustrates the situation. Note that the sequence data should be kept pre-compressed within the data source.
A Sequence compression algorithm with reduced decompression time and moderately high compression rate is the preferred choice for efficient sequence data delivery with faster data transmission. As our target is to minimize decompression time, we use similar compression techniques to those used in [2] , based on a "One Pass" approach, meaning, that the file is compressed or decompressed while reading it. Unlike "two pass" algorithms there is no need to re-read the input file. Our SeqDeliver compression technique is essentially a symbol substitution compression scheme that encodes the sequence by replacing four consecutive nucleotide sequences with ASCI characters.
SeqDeliver system encodes the sequence using the following steps:
1. Read the next four nucleotide codes from the DNA sequence and represent A, T, G and C by 0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively 2. Concatenate the resulting four digits of these base 4 (2 bit) numbers to give a single 8-bit number (one byte) 3. Write the byte obtained in step 2 to the compressed file.
4. Continue steps 1, 2 and 3 until the end of the DNA sequence is reached As the highest four digit base 4 number (3333) is 255 in decimal, we can easily map the 4 digit sequence containing a combination of the letters A, T, G and C to a single byte. For an example, if we encounter a sequence "TTCC", when we represent the sequence by base 4 numbers it becomes 1133. In decimal this base 4 number is 147 and its corresponding ASCII code is ".
The decompression technique can be easily done in one pass by following steps:
1. We populate a 256 element array with all 4 character sequence combinations from AAAA to CCCC 2. We read a single byte from the compressed file, 3. We replace the single byte from the compressed file with the array element (Step 1) indexed by that byte (Step 2) 4. Continue steps 2 & 3 until the end of the compressed file is reached LZW [6] based algorithms require a standard amount of time for finding repeats. Most of the existing sequence compression algorithms employ an LZW based algorithm for finding repeats and complemented palindromes. Thus, the minimal processing time required for an LZW based sequence compression algorithm is the time required for the LZW algorithm plus the remaining part of the algorithm without LZW. Chen et al. [15] showed that DNACompress is thought to be the fastest sequence compressor [15] by using PatternHunter [16] with some functionality of the LZW algorithm. We compare the decompression time of the original LZW based algorithm, DNACompress and our SeqDeliver technique to find the best solution for a client side decompression technique.
III. RESULT AND FINDINGS
Our technique, SeqDeliver, takes less time during decompression compared with many existing efficient algorithms at the cost of reduced compression ratio compared with existing sequence compression algorithms based on LZW. Due to the 4 to 1 mapping in the compression, the size of the compressed file will increase only linearly with the original file size at a constant compression ratio of 75%. We randomly selected some DNA sequences with varying length of nucleotides from NCBI's data source then compressed them with our technique, DNA Compress and the LZW based method respectively. We then decompressed them with the corresponding methods to record the decompression time taken by these methods for each of the sequences. Table I gives the detailed results from this comparison.
The results from Table I show SeqDeliver to be the best solution for client side decompression with the shortest and linearly increasing decompression time. However, SeqDeliver doesn't compress sequences as much as DNACompress for many of the cases in the compression ratio table of [15] . This is because SeqDeliver uses 2 bits to represent one nucleotide In order to compare the overall performance, we conducted further studies involving sending actual sequence files of varying sizes (without compression) to measure the AB099882  4242  320  69  20  AC006723  23764  521  339  89  AC006631  30767  1482  430  119  AC006131  36817  631  491  140  AC010642  45383  1001  631  179  AC004380  51065  411  710  190  AC006790  52139  1562  750  190  AC006733  58777  862  811  219  AC004131  77611  1912  1081  290  AC005212  79815  1812  1081  301  AC004763  87050  1262  1251  321  AC000002  93911  1772  1292  340  AC005333  94797  911  1291  359  AC000005  118159  3175  1612  439  AC000003  122228  2524  1723  451  AC005285  209071  1342  2943  770   TABLE II IV. DISCUSSION SeqDeliver can compress sequence files to the baseline standard, which is 2 bits per nucleotide, with a fast decompression time (Table I ). After compression with SeqDeliver, the compressed file becomes 25% of size of the original file, which requires less time for transmission from the source to the destination. When the compressed file reaches the client computer, SeqDeliver decompresses the file in one fifth of the time required for uncompressed file transmission (our experiment was conducted on sequences of size 5 kilobytes to 685 kilobytes). The ratio of decompression time to original transmission time of the uncompressed sequence file (t d / t u ), reduces with increasing file size. This means our client side decompression technique with SeqDeliver is a better choice for larger sequence files. Our client side decompression technique can be implemented by a genome search agent and decompression time can be estimated by two empirical equations according to our experiments.
If, for a given computer with a Pentium II 300 MHz CPU and 256 Mb of RAM, a= 1E-13, b= 2E-07, c= 0.0087 and d= 91.276 then, for a given sequence length x, compression time y (in milliseconds) can be predicted by the equation: y = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d
The graph of compression time verus sequence file length is somewhat non-linear, because of the complexity that arises when the sequence length is not divisible by 4, which means that not all the bit pairs in the last byte of the compressed file may represent valid nucleotides. One solution to this problem NB: for compressed methods, the total time is defined as the sum of the transmission time plus the decompression time and for the uncompressed method, the total time is the transmission time only. All times are in millisecond. The transmission times are calculated by assuming a typical 50Kbps Internet connection and the comparison study was performed on a Pentium II 300 MHz computer with 256 Mb of RAM.
is to add an extra byte at the end of compressed file which is the count (1-4) of the number of valid nucleotides in the previous byte.
The decompression time increases linearly with file length. So where, for a given computer, m=0.0037 and c= 1.5084, for a given sequence length x, the decompression time y (in milliseconds) can be predicted by the equation:
In reality, sequence files maintained in a typical data sources [1] contain both nucleotide and non-nucleotide information. Till now our techniques compress only the nucleotide information. All our experiments for server side compression and client side decompression were done by compressing nucleotide information for different organisms [ Table I , 15].
Our research on compressing the non-nucleotide portion of sequence files will result in a more usable and generalized compression technique for efficient sequence data delivery in future.
In summary, SeqDeliver combines moderate compression with reduced decompression time to achieve the best performance for client side sequence delivery compared with existing techniques. Its linearity in decompression time and close linearity in compression time make it an effective compression tool for commercial usage. Given, for a particular connection speed, the efficiency achieved using SeqDeliver, this compression technique is recommended for transmission of queried sequence files.
